
Steam Assessment Service

Improve
Safety
Reliability
Profitability



AWorld-Class
Service

Tomas Cuerda, Inc., is a TLV Steam Specialist
distributor since 1972, and Steam Survey
Service provider. We are constantly working
to ensure that our service standards meet your
needs precisely.

Our Steam Assessment Service provides a
complete visualizations of the performance
of client's steam systems, to help improve
safety, reliability and profitability by minimizing
condensate problems and steam loss, thereby
reducing plant energy use and CO2 emissions.

This brochure briefly outlines some of the
basic concepts of our service, how our
service exceeds clients expectations and
proves to have no competition.

If you have any questions about our
service, please visit our website or feel
free to contact us.

www.tomascuerda.com/services
oscari@tomascuerda.com
Office: 787.758.7830

787.758.8414
Cel: 787.608.3949



The Benefits of our Service
We use an Accurate TLV Trap Diagnosis System
(TM Unit) which consists of a Software
and Hardware.

Our Diagnosis System:
- Creates Trap Records (Trap type, size, type of
connection, operating pressure, operating
status) and it is stored in a management
log.

- Creates inspection Routes
- Determines the Results
- Locate Faulty Traps Quickly
- Determine Steam Leakage and Monetary
Losses Instantly

Some of many Benefits:
- Improve the efficiency of productions
- Reduce quality problems in the
manufactured product

- Lower cost of maintenance. Less Downtime
- Save Energy: Reduces Steam Consumption
- CO2 Reduction to comply with required
environmental standards

- Save Water
- Profitability
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What's included...
Our service provides a thorough evaluation
of the entire steam system. Our Diagnosis
System provides Data, Results and Reporting
such as:

- ROI (Return of Investment Analysis)
- Leaking trap replacements, and associated
money saving

- Cold traps replaced and still in place
- CDL's with the most frequent failure judgments

(CDL's is defined as being the location where steam trap is installed
or should be installed)

- Location with inspections prior to a certain year
- Carry forward failure analysis
- Risks (wether it's Equipment Damage, Decreased
Production,Water Hammer, Product Quality Issues,
etc.)

- Effects of Replacement Timing
- Hidden Problems Evaluation
- CDL's Problems such as: (Solutions Included)
~Incorrect Selection
~Group Trapping
~Double Trapping

ROI Analysis (Example)

Cold Failure - Risk (Example)

CDL Problems & Solution (Example)
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Why choose Us?
- Our Service includes ROI Analysis
- Software has large capacity to tabulate data for
specific conditions, providing unlimited reporting
and data capacity

- It is not only a Audit, but a complete evaluation
including judgement and solutions to make
plant compliant and accomplish established goals

- Accuracy Validated by Lloyds Register on June 2002
- TLV developed judgment standards for approx.
4,400 unique models for ISO 7841:1988
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- We are committed to help our clients
maintain a total and sustainable program
that aligns with their Continuous
Improvement Process

- Our Service is beneficial for:
ISO 14001 - Environmental Management
ISO 50001 - Energy Management System

- TMmakes the decision, not an operator
- Our Service Quantifies steam leakage



We want to demonstrate you in details the
capabilities of our Service. See for your-
self how the reports are, and the data it
captures. We will also share Success Stories.

Contact Us for a Full Presentation
787.7587830 / 787.758.8418
oscari@tomascuerda.com
cel. 787.608.3949
www.tomascuerda.com
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